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ABSTRACT

The Hodge decompOsition is a useful tool for tensor analysis on compact manifolds
with boundary.This paper aims at generalising the decomposition to exterior domains
G c IR n. Let L~nk(G) be the space weighted square integrable differential forms with
weight function (1+ IxI2)a, let da be the weighted perturbatio,n of the exterior derivative
and8a its adjoint. Then L~nk(G) splits into the orthogonal sum of the subspaces o(the
da-exact forms with vanishing tangential component on the boundary, of 8a-coexact forms
-with vanishi~g normal component, and harmonie forms, in the sense of daA = 0 and
8aA = O. For the respective components reguladty results are given and corresponding
a-priori estimates ,are shown.
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1. 'Introduction
. .

The method öf Hodge decomposition of differential forms .provided a useful tool for the
analysis on manifolds with boundary, 'in particular for solving boundary value problems.
For the case .of a compact nianifold G with boundary ithas been shown in [M] that the
. space L2nk(G) qfsquare integrable k-forms splits into

, (1.1)

where 11
~"

L2£k(G) = {da E L2nk(G) rta = O} , L2Ck(G) = {oß E L2nk(G) Inß.= O} ,

and, L2rtk(G) = {A E L2nk{G) IdA = 0 ,OA= O} " (1.2)

Heredis the extensionofthe exterior derivative d :nk-i.(G) ~ nk(G) and 0: nk+1(G)-+
nk( G) is its ~djoint, the co-differential. The conditions ta = 0 and nß = ,0 indicate that
the tangential respectively normal component on the boundary 8G of the differential forms"
haveto vanish. Für precise definitions see Section 2. Identifying the 1-forms W E n1(G)
withvector fields Xw E .r(G) this Hodge- Morrey decomposition (1.1) generalises the wen
known Helmholtz decomposition, .by stating that each vector field uniqueIy splits irrto the
gradient of f E Coo (G), the generalised curl of a vector field W E X (G) and a harmo~üc
(Le.curl- and divergence-free) field. Here fand W have to satisfy the given boundary

, conditions.'
,In the case of G' beini?; a non-compact manifold (with boundary), a complete gener-

alisation of that restilt is mlssing. A number of partial results have been obtainedby
several authors, see [B-S], [C], [D] [P]; [Wl] and [W-W]. This paper aims at filling the gap
for arbitrary exterior domains G c IR n. Its main 'purpose is to prove 'the correspondlng
Hodge-Morrey decomposition . "

'(1.3)

(1.5)

where L~nk (G) is the Hilbert space of weighted square integrable differential forms, with
the norm

Ilwlli~=i(w,w) exp(2aa)dnx where a = ~10g(l'+ Ix12) . (1.4)

In order to do so the exterior derivative and the co~differentialoperatör need to be modified
by a term corresponding to the choice of the weight. With

daw := dw + a da/\,w mapping da: nk-1( G) ~ nk( G) and

.Oaw :- ow -a (igraduW) mappihg 0a: nk+1(G) ~ nk(G) ,

for the .weighted ext~rior derivative and its adjoint, the spaces L2£k(G), L2Ck(G) and
L2rtk (G) are replace by . '

L~£:(G)= {daa E L~nk(G) I ta '. o} " L~C:(G) = {Oaß E L~nk(G) I nß - O}
arid L~rt~(G) = {A E L~nk(G) \daA = 0 ,oaA = O}. '(1.6)
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(1. 7)

Let H~_lnk(G) denote the weighted Sobolev space [K] of differential forms normed by
IIwlI~~_1 :=llwlI~~_1 + Lj=l..n 11V'jW IIh. The essential object needed to .showthe de-
'composition (1.3) is the weighted Dirichlet integral

Va : H~_lnk(G) X H~_lnk(G),~ JR

Va(w, TJ)=« daw, daTJ »a '+ «Daw, DaTJ»a ' .

The aim is to identify a subspace of H~_lnk(G) on which this continuous bilinear form
gives a~ upper bound for the weighted Sobolev norm, that is

2 ' " 'IlwllHI :::;C(a, G) , Va(w, w)
a-l

(1.8)

(1.9)

with a constant depending only on,a and the geometry of G. We prove that this inequality
holds for each a =1= (1- n/2) onthe' space of all differential forms w, which have a vanishing
tangential component tw= 0 and are orthogonal with respect to the L~_l norm to the
space

Having established this essential estimate, the approach of [S2] towards a proof of the
Hodge-Morrey decomposition generalises. ,
This paper is divided into 8 sections: In Section 2 some basic notations are introduced.

The main analytic arguments are found in Section 3 and 4, There a weighted generalisation
of the PoinG<lreinequality [O-K] for differential forms on'exterior domains is given. More-
over, it isshown that the weighted Dirichlet integral Va satisfies the estimate (1.8) modulo
a contribution of order Ilwll~2 . In Section 5 the proof of estimate (1.8) is completed and

a~2 '

it is shown how ihis relates to solving the elliptic boundary value problem

(Dada + d~Da)W =TJ
tw = 0 and tbaw = 0

on G
on8G.

(1.10)

This allows to prove in Section 6 the Hodge-Morrey decomposition (1.3) for exterior do-
mains, and give corresponding regularity resul~s and estimatesfor the components. Section
7 is devoted to the decomposition on the subspace of differential forms satisfying, boundary
conditions. Finally; in Section 8, a short discussionis given about solving boundary value

, problems for differential forms on exteri9r domains by means of the Hodge decomposition ..
The author l~kes to thank Viola Mittererand,Jan Wenzelburger for helpful discussions

and valuable critics.

2.,W~ighted Sobolev spaces of differential forms~
Throughout this pa'per all differential forms and' distributi~ns are defined on an exterior
domain G = JRn\G with aJsmooth boundary 8G. Hete G c JRn is an open bounded
domain so that 8G c G is compact and G is closed. Let 1\*(JRn) be the exterior algebra,
then the space of smooth differential forms of degree k 'is nk (G) " C= (G; 1\k (IR n) ).
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By' nk(G) the subspace .differential forms on G with compact support in IR n. Let F = ,~
(Ell.~' En) be a local orthbnormal on U c G.We define a fibrewise product on nk(G) by

1 " .
(w,'TJ):= k! .2: ....2: W(Ejl, ... Ejk)''TJ(EiI, ... ~jk)'' (2..1)

31=1..n 3k=1..n '. "

where the vector fields Eh run~hrough F. The product (,) is independent of the choice
of the fraine used for its definition. This give rise to define the Hodge (star) operator,
* : nk(G) ~, nn-k(G), such that ('TJ,w)dna; = 'TJ/\ (*w) för ,all 'TJE nk(G). Here dnx is
the standard volume form in IR n. Thecontraction ofw E nk (G) with a vector field Y is'
defined by

(2.2)

(2.5)

Following the approach of (R] we write for the derivative of a differential form in the
direction of a vector field Y

'(V'yw)(Xll ... Xk) :.:....D(w((Xll .•• Xk))(Y) - 2: w(Xll ... 8y Xj, •.. Xk); '(2.3)
j=l..k

if k = 0 we identify Dw(Y) = V'yw. Then the exterior derivative reads

dw(Xo, Xll ... Xk) = 2: (-,l)j (V'xjw) (Xo, ... Xj, ... Xk) , (2.4)
'j=O ..k .

, ~
where Xj means to omit this vector field. For co-differential operator ()= *d* we have

()w(X1, •.. Xk-1) := - 2: (\7 Ejw)(Ej, Xll ...Xk-1) ,
. j=l..n

where the fields Ej run through an arbi~rary orthonormal frame F. The Laplace operator
ß = ()d + d{) 'on nk (G) canbe writteil as

'ßw = - "" (~E' (V'E'.W) - V'VE' gw) ..L...J J J J J I

, j=l.:n ' . , .
(2.6)

The Space n1(G) cati be identified :with the space X{G) of (smooth) vector fields on G
by means of the fiat map. That is, each vector field Y on G defines ai-form Y" E n1(G)
by deman~ing (Y",w) = w(Y) for all w E n1(G). By direct computation. .

and

((y" AW),'TJ) = (w,(iy'TJ)),

1((". " ) ..IYI2 iy Y /\ w) + Y /\ (iyw) = w .

(2.7)

(2.8)
, ,

Moreover, the flat map allows to express the co""differential by thedivergence and the
'exterior derivative of I-forms ?y thegeneralisedcurl oi t4e correspondihg vector field, that
. is .

(2.9)

l.
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Ta describe the boundary behavior let j :BO ~ 'G be the inclusion of the boundary.
We denoteby wlaG the r~striction of w E nk(G) to BG, and by j*w E nk(BG) its pull
back. IfN is the outward pointi~g unit vector'field on BG, each point yE BG has.an open
neighborhood Uy C G such that

(2.10)

defines a Iocal orthonormal frame. The restriction of (F2; ••• Fn). to BO then js a local
'orthonormal frame on Uy n BG. In slight 'abrise oi notation we will identify N with its
extension FI. Ina neighborhood U of BG each XE X(G) can be split intü Xlv . XJ..N +
XT, where XTlaG is a ve~tor fieldalong BQ. For w E nk(G) We define the tangential
respectively the normal component by

(2.11)

if k = Oweset tw = wlaG' The spaces of smooth differential formswith vanishing tangentlai
respectively normal components we denote by

(2.12)

One easily shows that the Hodge operator * intertwines the normal and thetangeiltial
projection, that is *t = n*. Hence, for each w E nb(G) there isa unique 'TJ E1n:z,-k(G)
such tha't w =*T] and vice versa. For I-forms this canbe described.in terms ofvector fields
by means of the Rat map, Le. tY~ = (yT)~ and nY~ = yJ.. N~.

To get access tothe not ion of weighted Sobolev spaces; let r = lxi be the radial distance
fromx E G to the origin in IR n, and denote by Rx = :£ the radial unit vector. Thenr .

p2a := exp(2aa) where d - !log(1 + r2)

defines a family of weight functions, and

. grad (exp(2aa)) = 2aexp(2aa)(8ra)Rx where Bra = rexp(-2a) .

. (2.13)

(2.14)

Using this, the ~pace n~(G) can be equipped witha family of weighted scalar products
defined by . . < •

« w, 'TJ;»a:= 1exp(2aa)(w,'TJ)dnx . (2.15)

'1'he completion of n~(G) with respect to thecorresponding norm IlwlIL~ is denoted by
L~nk(G). If:Fe = (eI,;' .en) is the canonical basis on G c IRn,the weighted H~Sobolev
norm, inductively defined by

Ilwllk~:=Ilwllh + L IIV'ejWII~:+~.
. _. j=l..n -

(2.16)

The respective completions or'n~(G) in these norms, that is the weighted Sobolev spaces
of differential forms, are denotedby H~nk(G). The space H2nk(G) is identified with
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L~nk(G).Of special interest is the spaces H~,nk(G). The corresp~nding norm is easily ,'"
shown to be independent of the choke of the frame used for 'its definition. That is

Ilwll~~= IIwllh+, LIIV' Ejwlli~+l
j=l..n

(2:17)

for an arbitrary (local) orthonormal frame :F = (Ell •.. En). In the general case s > 1 this
, frame indepel}dence fails. However,any choke Gf a frame :F on Ginduces an equivalent
topology on H~nk(G). Prom the respective definitions it is clear that the exterior derivative
'and the co-differential extend to bounded linear operators d : H~nk( G) -4 H~+~nk+l( G)
and 8 : H~nk(G) -4 H~+~nk-l(G). For corresponding concepts for general (non-compact)
Riemannian manifolds see [O],[D] and [E].
To obtain a generalisation of Green's formula for the L~ scalar product we observe that

each y E G has a neighbor~ood Uy such that

(2.18)
, \., ; .

definesa local orthonormal frame. Her~ Ra) = ~. For the vector field F1 we will write also
R. By definition of the weight function V'Fjexp(aO") = 0 for j ~2. PrOffi'(2.4) and (2.5) ,
we then infer that

d(exp(a~)1]) = exp(aO") d1]+ (V'Rexp(aO"))RP 1\ 1]= exp(ad) (d1] + a(8rO")RP 1\ 1])
(2.19)

8(exp(aO")1]) ~exp(aO") 81] - (V'Rexp(aO"))iR1] = exp(aO") (81] - a(8rO")iR1]) .

In view of this, we define the weighted exterior derivative as "

(2.20)

and the weighted co-differential operator as

(

These differentials extend t~ bounded linear operators' on the corresponding weighted
Sobolev spaces, that is da : H~nk(G) -4 H~+~nk+l(G). and 8a : H~nk(G) -4

Hs-1 nk':'" 1(G)' S' .a+l~~ ~ InCe
exp(aO")dada1] = d(exp(aO")da1]) = dd(exp(aO")1]) = 0 ,

the weighted differentials are nilpotent, that is d~ = 0 and 8~= O. Moreover,

d( exp(2aO")(w 1\ *~)) = exp(2aO") (daw 1\ *1]-, w 1\ *8a1]) ,

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24) .

so that Stokes theorem yields the weighted generalisation of Green's formula, reading

« daw,1] »a=« w, 8a1] »a +i exp(2aO")j* (w 1\ *1]) :
G ,
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For the usllal Laplacian A =8d ading 011sca.larsg E n~(G) this implies

fa ."P( 2aO" ) (c.g )dnx= fa (c. .xp( 2aO" )Jg d" x
+ LGexP(2aU)j* (2ag(8ru) * R~ -*dg)

, \

, ,

Finally we need to introduce the weighted Laplace operator

A~ := 8ada + da8a: nk( G) ~ nk( G) .

(2.25)

(2.26) ,

'(2.27)

This is an ,elliptic operator orink(G), which is clear by observing that Aa differs from
. , .' .', '.' \

,the unweighted ~aplacian A only by lower order terms. Boundary value' problems for
, elliptic operator are called elliptic,' if the .boundary operator satisfies the LopatinskiI,;,Sapiro-
conClition, cf. [H2j ,[R-Sj. In, the context considered here the following results is relevant:

Lemma'2.1
Theboundary value problem

. Aaw= 'Tl .. on G
tw= 0 and Maw = 0 on8G

, o:q.nk( G) is ~11ipticin the sense'of LopatinskiI-Sapiro.,
ind For theunwe~ghted casea detailed computation can b~ faund in [S2j. Since 8a differs
from the unweighted co-:differential 8 by lower order terms only, th~t result generalises, to
'the boundary value problem (2.27) for the weighted operators.

3~A generalised Poihcare ineqtiality " '

Thescalar theory of weighteCl Sobblev sp~ces isextensively studied in the literature, cf.
[Kj. Here we need a special generalisation of the weighted Pciincare inequality. We start
with'a modifiedyersion of the Hardy-Littlewood estimate.

Proposition 3.1 .
Let p > 0 and el- ....:.L' 'Fhen there exists for €' >'0 a constant Cl" .;:::0 such that

. looJh(t)12te~t ::; (2 +€l), ,2 [OOI8th(t)12tet2dt +:c~,l' P+lh(t)12dt' .(3.1)
Jp' e + 1 Jp '. p

fOT all compactly supported hE C~(fp,()o)). Fore> -1 this holdswith C€,~O. If e < -1
the estimate (3.1) also hold for hE COO([p, 00)), which are not compactly ßupp~rted.



(3.2)

,(3.5)

Proof:
For e < -1 the cl~sical Hardy-Littlewood inequality reads

00 ' ..' 2 00' ,

,l IP(t)12tedt.:5 (.~. ) ( If(t)12te+2dt'Jo ..e + 1 Jo
withF(t) = f; If(s)lds, which holds for all piec~wise continuous f: [0,00) ~ IR. Given
h E Coo ([p, 00)) let fh be defined by -

,

fh(t) 'ßth(t) for t E' [p, 00) 'and A(t) --.:0 for t E [0, p) . (3.3), ..

Then Fh(t) , 'f;Ißsh(s)lds, and

',t .

Ih(t)12 = Ih(p) +1ßsh(S)dsI
2 :5 (lh(p)1 + IFh(t)1)2 for t E [p,oo) . (3.4)

Since Fh(t) = 0 for t,< p, a weighted integration implies by using (3.2)

f Ih(t)12t'~t $ (1+ ,2) flFh;t)12t'dt + (1+ ,\)r Ih(p)12t'dt

:5 (2+2€)2 (OO Ifh('t) 12te+2dt + CIi'h(p) 12 .
. e +1 Jo '

To estimate the second term let Ip = [p,p + 1]. Since the embedding lIl(Ip) ~ C°(Ip) is
compact, there exists by Ehrling's inequality a constant C2 such that

,""."

Cllh(p)12 ~ Cl ~~~'lhI2~ €lIhllh1(Ip) + C21Ihlli2(Ip) .

By definition of fh this proves that

(3.6)

,
(3.7)JOO Ih(t)12tedt:5 (2 +€')2joo

Ißth(t)12te+2dt +C3jP~H Ih(t)12dt .
p e+1 p p

For e > -1 the Hardy-Littlewood inequality (3.2) holds with F(t) = ftOO If(s)lds. By
assumption h( t) ,has compact support so that we get by using the same notation as above

, ,

.(3.8)

Then (3.2) implies

'. [ 00 IFh(t)12tedt ~ ( __ 2_, ) 2 [00 1!h(t)12te+2dt= (~) ..~100

Ißth(t)12te+2dt. (3.9)k e+l k . ,e+lp ,

Since R'h(t) ~' 0 for t < p, this proves the r~sult. '

,'; 7
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,;;.... Lemma 3.2'

If a 'i= (1 - ~) there exists foreach € > 0 a constant Cf ~ 0 such that

(3.10)

Proof: ,
,If Brdenotes the (open) b~ll of radius r in IR n, let jjr be its complement and sr the
corresponding sphere. For 9 E n~(G) we use polar coordinates arid writeg(x) = ger, 0) =:
h(J (r ). Fixing p suf;ficientlybig, such that jjp c G we have _ '

, /

,(3.11)

Moreover, for each power band each p >0 there exist constants c~ and Cb such that

cPr2b < exp(2bO"),< CP r2b 'Vr > p'.b - - b . -

By ch~sing p sufficientlybig Cb-dc~ < (1+ €') we can estimate. ,

(3.14)

IlgI11~_1 (G) ~ CslIgIl12(BPnG) + C~-"-lhplg(x)12r2a-2dnx , (3.15)

~ ( 1+ € / )2 L .~IV'Ej9(x)12exp(2aO")dnx + (C4 + Cs)llgIl12(BP+lnG)'
a - 1 + n 2 , j'F1 ..n h3P , .

Finally, since (BP+l nG)is bounded

IIgIl12(BP+lnG) ~'C6 f ,lg(x)12 exp(2(a - 2)0")dnx ~ C611g1112_ (G) "
,JBP+lnG, ,a 2

(3.16) ..

whichproves the generalisedPoincare inequality (3.10)~' _. 0
Since differential fornis on G also canbeconsidered as vectorvalued functions on G this

estim~te generalises to n~(G). By completionin the H!_l nor~on n~(G) ~e then get:

,8



Theorem 3.3
].

If G C IRn is an exterior domain, ana a #(1 - n/2), there exists for each€ >0 some C€
süch that

IIwlli~_l ~ (a _ ~: :/2)2 .L 11V'EJwlih + C€llwlli~_2 Vw E H~_l nk(G). (3.17)
]=l..n

4. The weighted Dirichlet integral

The weighted Dirichlet integral wedefine as the map

Va : H~_lnk(G) X H~_lnk(G) ....,....-+ IR
Va(w, TJ)=« daw, daTJ »a + «Daw, DaTJ»a

(4.1)

By eonstruetion, Va is asymmetrie eontinuous bilinear funetional for eaeh a E IR. Our
aim is toprove theH~_1 ellipticity of Va, that is to show that .

IIwll1-~_l= Ilwlli~_l + L 11V'Ejwllh ~ C(a, G)Va(w,w) (4.2)
j=l..n

on an app~opriate subspaee ofH~_lnk(G). First we show:

Lemma 4.1
(a) Ifw E n~(G), then'

.L IIV'Ejwllh = Va(w, w) + ~lllwlli~_l .:...c21Iwlli~_2+ la B(w) , (4.3)
]=l.;n ,

where Cl = (a2 + (n - 2)a), C2 = (a2 - 2a), and

B(w) = exp(2aa)j* (-~ * d(w', w) + dw A *w -'- Dw A *w + a(w, w)(ßra) * RD). (4.4)

(b) There exists a constant C. :> 0' such that.
IIwll1-~_l~C(Va(W,W)+ Ilwlli~_2+ Il

a
B(w~l) Vw E n~(G). (4.5)

Proof:
(a) Theidentity (2.6) for the Laplaee operator implies that

ß(w, w) = 2(Llw, w) - 2 L (V' EjW, V' EjW) .
j=l..n

9
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(4.8)

By weighted integration over G änd Eq. (2.25) we get .
. . .

1 ' . ' "', (' , c,

7""2(t Aexp(2aa-)(w,w)dnx+ lGB1(W))+« ß'W,w»a= .2: .II\7Ejwllh
" ,', " ]:-;l..n . . . (4.,7)

where BI(w) =exp(2aO')j* (2a(w, w)(8rO") '{Rb - *d(w, w)). '.

To rewrite ßw. = (8d + db)w in terms of the weighted differentials da and Dawe.observe
that . '.' '. ,',',.. ,I'

8dw = 8a (daw ~ a(8rO' )Rb!\ w) + a( 8rO')iR (daw -ar 8rO')Rb !\ w)
d8w = da (8aw' +a(8rO')iRw) ..,..a(8rO')Rb!\ (8aw ~ a(8rO')iRw) .

'Using Green's formula(2.24) we get
. ," . , b ,"« 8dw, w »~ = « daw, daw »a - a « (8rO')R !\ w,daw »a +a <<-;: (8rO')iRdaw, W »a

-:-a2« (?~O')2iR(Rb Aw), w »a + AOB2(W) , (4.9)

«d8w,;; »0.=« 8aw,8aw »a+a« (8ru)iRW,8~w »a ~a« (8rO')Rb!\ 8aw,w »a

--a' « (8r<T)' RbA ill;w, W »a + laG B3 (~), . (4.10)

where the boundary, terms read

B2(w)-- - exp(2aO')j*(dw!\ *W)and B3(w)'= exp(2aO')j*(8~ 1\ *w) . ,(4.11)

Wi~h (2.7) and (2.8) we then get

«ßw,w »a = Va(w,w) - a2 « (8rO')2W,w »a+ [. (B2(w) ~ B3(w)) . (4.12)" , laG
As far äs (4.7) is concerned, we also have to control the, contribution of the integral of
ß exp(2aa- )(w, w). From (2.14) we.obtain .

1 ' l( . n ~ 1 ) ..' .
~2Aexp(2aO') = 2 8r8r +-r-8rexp(2aO')5

= (a(8;O') + 2a2(8rO')2 +a n~ 1 (8ro)) ~xp(2aO') , ,(4.13)

= (2a2 + (n - 2)a) exp(2(a - 1)0') - (2a2 - 2a) exp(2(a"':" 2)0') ,

With the constants Cl and C2given above this yields

-~'fcAexp(2aO')(w,:w)dnx : (Cl+a2)11~lli~_1 ~ (c2+a2)llwlli~_2' (4.14)

Adding the coritributions of (4}2) and (4.14), then Eq.(4.7)implie~ the ideIitity' (4.3).
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(4.15)

. '.'

(b) The contribut\ion of order IIwlli~_lin (4;~) can be estimated by Poincare's inequality
(3.17) as '

~lllwlli~~l ::;Ta L lI\7tEjwllh+ C/llwlli~_2
j=l..n

, ,(1 + €)(a2 + (n- 2)a)
where T - -----~--

a - . (a - 1+ n/2)2 "

For n > 2 and € is sufficiently smalLone has (Ta - 1) < Ofor all a E IR, and(4.3) yields.

0< (1~ Ta) ,L II\7Ejwllh ::;Va(4J,W) + q/llwlli~_2+ IhG B(w)1 .
, ].=l ..n '

The estimate (4.~) followsby using the Poincare inequality (3.17) once more.

Lemma 4.2
'The boundary integral ofLemma. 4.l satisfies,the estimate

I r B(w)I::;.CllwIlI2(aG) \iw en:CG) "laG

(4.16) .

o

(4.17)

where n:(G) is either ofthe spaces nt(G)n n~(G)or nt(G) n n~(G) define in (2.12).

Proof:
If N is the unit normal field on BG, and ciß-1x = iNdnxis theassociated volume form,
the kernel of the botmdaryintegral of (4.4)ean be written as

B(w) = eXP(2a(T}(-~D[(w,w)](N) + (iNdu:,W) - (8w,iNw)+ a(w,w)(arÖ-)R~(N))d8~lx,
(4.18)

cf, [82].Using the frame FN, cf. (2:10), the boundary condition tw = 0 implies that

" (w, iNdw) = 0

~D[(w,w)](N) = ((\7Nw),w) (iN(\7NW),iNw). ,

Moreover it follows from (2.5) that ,

(8w, iNW) = (8aw, iNW) - (iN(\7 NW), iNw) ,

(4.19)
, (4.20)

(4.21)

with 8a as theco-differential on the bounq,ary manifold8G. The second term on the right'
hand side of Eq. (4.21) cancels with (4.20). Thus weare left with.(8aw, iNw), where

8aw(Ej2, .... Bjk) , - L (\7EI(W(El,Eh, ... Ejk)) (4.22)
l=:=l..(n-l) .

+w (8E,Et•Ei,,'" Ei,) \~=.kW(Et.E;" .... 8E,E;" ... Ei,) )

..11'



(4.23)

Since tw = 0, the first term on the righthand side variishes, and from the detivati~es
BE; Ei only the normal components will contribute. These are described by the second
fundamental form J( of BG<.......+G. Since BG is smooth and compact, J( is uniformly bounded,
and it follows that -

Il
c
exp(2aa) (baw, iNW)d8~lxl < C111 w Ili2(aG)

For the remaining term of (4.18) we get

.Ia LG exp(2au )(w, wH8ru )R'( N)dä-1 xl :0: C2l1wlli, (aG) . (4.24)

This proves~(4.17) for nb (G). As far as. the boundary condition nw =-0 is concerned, we
observe that * intertw~nes the action of n and t. Thus each w E'nt(G) writes .as w = *"7

with Tl E nrrk (G). Since B(*Tl) = B( 1]) the estimate (4.17) for nt (G)follows from the
corr~sponding result on nlJ-k(G). 0

FrOI)J. this we immediately infer. Gaffney's inequality:

The0I:em4.3
If Ge IR n i8 an exterior domain,,and a =j:. (1 -: n/2), there exists 'a constant Ca > 0 such
ihat .'

(4.25)

Here H~n~(G)is the completion oEeither oEthetwo spaces nb(G) or nt(G} in the H~_l
norm.

Proof:
Since Be is compact, the restriction w ~wlac isa compact map from H~_lnk(G) to
L2nk(G)lae. The Ehrling lemma then implies that for each E > b there is a constant CE
such that

(4.26)

Chosing E ,sufficiently small, (4.25) for smooth differential forms follows as a direct con-
sequence' of Lemma 4.1 and 4.2. The assertion then follows by a cmnpletion in thel H;'_l
norm. 0

For .differential forms on a compact manifold with boundary the estimate (4.25) has
first beeil shown in [G] and hence is referred to as Gaffney's inequality. In the notation'
of functional analysis [SI] it states in particulat that the weighted Dirichlet integral is
coercive on the S6bolev H;.~1nk(G). For our approach on exterior domains it is essential
that 'Da(w, w) estimates the H;'_l norm mO,duJo a contrib:ution of order IIwlli2 .. Since

.' , 0.-,2

the embedding H~_lnk(G) <.......+ L~_2nk(G) is compact, cf. [L]' implies also coercivity in
the. sense. of ca1culus of variation on' an appropriate subspace. This is shown in the next.

. . I

section.
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5. Potentials of the weighted Dirichlet .integral

Harmonie fields in H~_ink(G) are eharaeterised by theeonditionVa('\,'\) = O.We write

(5.1)

for the harmonie fields in H~_lnk(G),which satisfy the boundary eondition t,\ --:-O. Sinee
Va is eontinuous, this is a closed subspaee of H~_l nb (G). By Theorem 4.3 it is also a '
closed supspaee of L~_lnk(G); The orthogonal eomplement ofl'l:~(G) in H~_lnb(G)
with respeet to the weighted L~_l sealarproduet «, »a-l, Cf, (2.15), wedenote by

(1tl-):~(G): ' {w E H~_lnbG)1 «w,~ »a-l= OV'~ E 1t:~} . (5.2)
'. kb "

Then H!.:."lnb(G) , (1tl-):~(G) EI71ta:"'l(G)and both eomponents are Hilbert spaees.

Lemma 5.1 )
The Dirichlet integral Va is H~_relliptic on the space (1tl-):!i (G). That is, ther~ are
positive constants c and C such that

"(5.3)

Proof:
Let TU. be a minimising' sequenee for Va (w, w) in the unit sphere

(5.4)

By (4.25), the' sequenee II1]illHl isbounded, and there exists a subsequence 1]jl such that
, a-l

1]jl ---" 1]weakly in H~"":lnk(G). By its construction 1]E(1tl-):!i(G). Since Va(w,w) is
weakly lower semicontinuous on H~_lnk(G) we infer that

(5.5)

(5.6)

As shown in [LJ, the embedding H~_lnk(G) ~ L~_2nk{G) is compact. Therefore ryj -+ Ti
(strongly) in L~_2nk(G), upto the selection of a subsequence. The uniqueness of the weak
limit then implies that 1]= Ti E 81-£, so that( 111]IIL~~2= 1 and VaC", 1])> O.With (5.5) we
then get from (4.25) "

, ~. ' 1
11W 11~1_ ~ Ca (1 + V ( )) Va(w,w) V'wE (1tl-):!i(G) .

a 1 a 1],1]

Since Va is eontinuous on H~~lnk(G) this prove the H~_rellipticity. 0

In the language of calculus of variations this means that Va (w, w) is a coercive quadratic
functional on the subspaee (1tl-):~(G) c H~_lnb(G). Then we have:

13



Theorem 5.2 .

If~ C.JR.n is ~n exter~o: domai~ .and a ;t:(1-n/2), there exlsts for each1] E L~+lnk(G)
satlsfymg the mtegrablllty condltlOn ... ". . .

«1],.-\ »a = 0 (5.7) ,

(5.8)

ProM: .. .
Since Va is elliptic on the Hilbert space(1t.l):!l(G}, the Lax-Milgram lemma, [SI] guar-
antees for.each bounded linear functional F :(1t.l ):~{G} -'tJR. the existence of some
4>De(1t.l ):~ (G) such that

(5.9)

In particulat we.can chaose FO .- «1]; . »a with 1]E L~+lOk{G). Then 4>Dsolves (5.8),
but only for [ E (H.l ).:~ (G). An arbitrary ~ E .lf~-1n; (G) splits into

. .

"f.

I~1]E La+lnk( G} satisfies the integrabilitycondition (5.7), then

Va(4)D,~) .> Va(4)D,[) =« 1],[»a':'" !«1], ~ »a

(5.10)

.(5.11)

This 'proves the existence of the potential4>D E (H.l ):~ (G) satisfying (5.8)..To s'how
uniq~eness let 4>'vE (1t.l):~(G)be another solution:of(5.8). Then Va((4>D - 4>'v),~) = 0
. for all (E H~~ln;(G). Therefore, (4)D-4>'vY E 1t:~ (G),which proves that (4)v-4>'v) = o.
o

. . "

By using (formally) G~een's formula (2.24) we get from Eq. (5.8)

«1J,{». .« ß.</>D, { ». +la exp(2al1)j'( { /\*d.</> D - Ii.</>D /\'*{) , (5. ~2)

. holding.for all (E H!_ln;(G); Hen~ß~ is the weighted Laplace operator (2.26). Since
j*({ 1\ 1]) = (j*O A (j*1]) the first boundary integral vanishes. Since H!_lnh(G) c
L~_lnk(G) isdenSe, this shows that 4>DE (1t.l):~(G) is weak solution öf the bound'" I

ary value problem
tla4> D =1] on G
t4>D=0 and tba4>D =0 on 8G .

(5.13)

By Le~ma 2.1 this is an elliptic 'proble~ in the sense of Lopatinskii:-Sapito. Although
. the standard theory for elliptic systems does not apply to exterior domain problems, cf. :.
[N:-W], it has a weighted generalisation, which doe~~More precise, if H~ (G; V) denotes the

:.,14



weighted Sobolev space ofdistributions on an exterior domain G with values in avector
space .V,. then [L-M] have shown: ' .

" ' .

Theorem 5.3 . . f

Given a differential operator A : COO(G; V) --+ COO(G; V) oE order 2 and a bouIidary.
operator B such that the system (A, B) is Lopatinskii-Sapiro elliptic. If a distribution X.
"satisEythe homogeneous boundary condition BX = 0, then

(5.14)

preassuined that the weight parameter a is not exceptional,that is (a - n/2) r:t 7L or
a E (-~. + 1, ~ - 1). Moieover, an ,elliptic a-priori estimate is satisfied, that is

(5.15)

IfAXis smooth then X E COO(G; V), too.
One might. observethat though for even, dimension n the integers a E 7L are typ i-

callyexceptional weight parameters. ijowever, a . 0 is in any case not exceptional. Since
nk{G) = COO(G; 1\ktJRn)) we infer £rom this and the ellipticity of the boundary value
problem (5.13): .

'. Corollary 5.4 .. (

Let a be not exceptional. Fot each 1] EL~+lnk (G) satisEying the integrability condition
(5.7) the potential 4>vconstructed in Theorem 5.2 is a c1assical solution oEthe boundary
value problem (5.13), i.e.4>v E H~_lnk(G}. Moreover, iE1]E H~+lnk(G), then

(5.16)

and iE1] is smooth: then 4>vE rik (G), too.
The .corresponding results canbe obtained on ,n~(G), that is under the bounda~y con~

dition nw = 0., With .

(5.17)
. .- kN'

and the orthogonal complement (1tol )a:-l (G) sat'is(ying

H~_ln~(G) = (1tol):~ EB1t:~(G).
. .

Then al1constructions bas,ed on Theorem 4;3 can be literally repeated to prove:

,.,15
.'-J
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."', Theorem' 5.5
IfG c]Rn is an exterior clomainand a =1= (1-n/2), ther~ existsEor each 1] E L2 nk(G)
satisfying the integrability condition .' a+l

« 1], A »a = 0 V A E 1tk,N(G)a-l

a unique potential 4>N 'E (1tJ.):~ (G) such that

(5.20)

, Moreover, 4>NE 1t~_ln~(G) and it is a c1assical solution oE theboundary valueproblem

ßa4>N= Tl on G
n4>N= 0 and nda4>N = 0 on 8G

If 1]E H~+l nk( G),and a is not exceptiona}, then

. II4>NIIH~~~~ c (111]IIH:+1+ I14>NIIL~_J '

(5.21)'

(5~22)

and if 1] i~ smodth, then 4>N E nk (G), too. ,
. We' finish this study of poten:tials cotresponding to the Dirichletintegral 'Da with the
following observation:

Lemma 5.6
(a) 1fT] = fJaw with w E' H~nk+l(G), then 1] satisfies the integrability condition, (5.7) oE

Theorem 5.2 andthecofresponding potential4>v E(1tJ.):0i( G) is co-c1osed, i.e. fJa4>D=
O.

(b) If 1] = daw with wE H~nk-l(G), then 1] sa'tisfies the integrability condition (5.19) oE
Theorem 5.5 ahd the corresponding potential4>N E (1t.1.):~( G) is c1osed, i.e. da4>N== O.

. ProGf:
From Green's formula (2.24) weinfer that

. kV« fJaw,A »a = « w, daA »a =.0 VA E Ha'-l (G) . (5.23)

. Hence, there exists by Theorem 5.2 a (unique) potential 4>0 E H~_l nk( G) for 1]= fJaw.
Since dafJa4>vEL~+lnk(G) C L~nk(G) we get from(5.i3) '." .

(5.24)

With (2.24) and the boundary condition tfJa4>v = 0 this implies that dafJa4>v ~ O. Since
t4>v ' 0, then also r .

. IIfJa4>vlli2 = « dafJa4>v,4>v »a= O. (5.25)a .

This proves the assertion of (a). Part (b) is shown in literally the s~ine way with the roles '
of da and fJ~ respectively of t and n interchanged. . 0
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6. The Hodge decomposition

To formulate the Hodge decomposition we consider the subspace £:(G) c nk (G) of smooth
k-forms which are the weighted exterior derivative of some 0 E nk-1 (G) with vanishing
tangential component and a finite H~_l norm, that is

(6.1)

Correspondinglywe denote by C:(G)as the space of smooth 8a-coexact forms with van-
ishing normal component, Le. '

(6.2)

The space of smooth (da, 8a)-harmonic and weighted square integrable fields we denote by
,

(6.3)

Proposition 6.1
The spaces £:(G)"C:(G) and N:(G), are mutual orthogonalto each ot.her with respect
to the weighted scalar product«, »a. Moreover, N: (G) is the oithogonaJ complement
of£:(G) EBC:CG) in the space oEsmooth weighted square integrable k-Eorms,that is

N:(G) = {K E nk(G) IIIKIIL~<00, «7],K»a= 0 'V7]E (£:(G) EBC:(G))} . (6.4)

Proof:
As an immediate consequence of the boundary conditions to = 0 lind nß = 0 and the
nilpotence of da and Da we infer from Green's formula (2.24) and the definition of the
space N:( G) that '

« dao, 8aß »a= 0 ,« dao, A, »a= 0 and «8aß, A »a= 0 (6.5)

for all dao E £:(G),8aß E C:(G) and A E N:(G). This proves the mutual L~ orthogonality
of the spaces.ln particularN:( G) is a subset of the L~ orthogonal complement of E:( G) EB
C:(G) in the space of smooth k-forms. On the,other hand, let K be anarbitrary smooth
square integrable form in that complement. Orthogonality to £:(G) 'implies that

"

'V0 E n~-l(G) with IIoIIH1 < 00.
<>-1

(6.6)

Since these differential forms 0 constitute a dense subspace of L~_lnk-l(G), this shows
that baK = O. Similarly it ,follows from « K,Daß »a='O that daK= O. Therefore K E
N:(G), which proves Eq. (6.4).' ' 0

! •
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'1 Theo,rem 6.,2
LetG c ]Rn be an exterior domain and L~nkJG),the spaceofweighted square integrable '
k-forms, with anon-exceptional, i.e. (a - n/2) ~ ?Lor ci E (-% + 1,% -1). Then L~nk( G)
spUts into the direct sum "

./

(6.7)

ofthe L~-c1osureofthespaces £:(G), C:(G)andN;(G). In pa~ticplar, eachw E L~nk{q)
uniquely decomposes into '

w = daQw + Oa~~ + Aw with Qw E H~_ln;-l(G), ßw E H~_ln~+l(G) , (6.8)

such that IIQwllHl ::;C Ifwllpand IIßwllHl ::;C IIwllp., a-l. - a, .-a.-l _' a.

Proof:
If w E nk(G) is asmooth differential'form with IIwIIH~< 00, then

, 2' k~l " ,', ' 'k,DOaWELa+ln (G) and «OaW,K »a= 0 VK E 11.a_1(G) . (6.9) , "

Hence OaW ~atisfies the integrability condition (5.7) öf Theorem 5.2,and th~reexists a:
potential 4>DE (11.-L):!i(G) cH~,...ln;-l(G) sucht hat .

(6:10)
, I .',' "

By Corollary 5.4, 4>Dis smooth. Similarly, by Theorem 5.5, the exterior derivative daw
determines a smöoth potential 4>NE' (11...1.):~(G).c H~_l n~+l( G) ,such that ,

, (6.11)

,Choosing Qw : , 4>Daud,Bw :- 4>N,then daQw E£:(G) and oa,BE C:(G), and we may set
"I '

(6.12)
"

By construction, IIAwllL2 <00'. With Theorem 5.2 weget for an arbitrary daa Ef:(G)
a '

<<,' Aw, daa »ci , « (w ~ dciQw);"daa »a = 1Ja(4)D, a) ~. « daQw, daa »a, " (6.13)

S'ince Qw = 4>Dand 0a4>D ,0 by Lemma 5.6,this implies that Aw' is orthogonal to £:(G).
, 'Similarly , . ' '

. - k"« Aw, 0,B »0.= 0 'Vo,BE Ca(.G). (6.14)

Fr~m Propositio~ 6.1.we then infer that Xw EN: (G), and hen~ew E nk (G) splits into

W = d~Q~ + oa,Bw+ Aw 'with daQw E £:(G) 8a,BwE C:(G) .Aw E N;(G). (6.15)

Now consider W ~L~nk(G). There existsa sequence Wj E nk(G-) withllwjllH~ < 00 such
that Wj~~ W in L~nk(G). We split ~i=daQj +oa,Bj +Aj. By Lemma 5;6;'oj E (11...1.):::i (G)

.:,18
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and baO'.j= O.From Lemma 5.1 and the orthogonality of _thedecompositio,n we infer that

\lO'.j- O'.i\l~I. :5 Cl 'Da ((O'.j- O'.i),(aj - O'.i))= Cl « (da~j - daO'.d, (Wj ~ Wi) »a, ,
0.-1 . \ , .

, (6.16)
and by the' Cauchy-S,chwarz inequality

. ' I. "

(6.17)

ThereforeO'.j is a Cauchy sequence, ~ndhence O'.j- O'.w in H~_l n;-l( G) such that
IlawIIH~_l:5 C \lw\lL~' Similarly the construct~on above determines a sequence ljj'~ f3w in
Hl_In~tl(G) such that baßwis theC~ component of w, and satisfies IIßwllHl :5 C Ilw11L2.

a'-l a

Then also the convergence of Aj - Aw in L~N:(G) is guaranteed.' 0

As far as the higher order Sobolev spaces H~nk (G) are concerned we have the following
regularity result for the Hodge-Morrey decbmposition:

Lemma 6.3, ~
If W E H~nk(G), ,then the components of the decomposition (6.8) are determined by
differential forms Qw E 1:l~~~n;-I(G) and ßw EH~~~nt+I(G) which satisfy

(6:18) .

Proof:
The differential form 0'.;" E (1i.l.):0i(G) whieh determinesthe component of W in L~£~(G)
is by construction the unique solution üf Eq. (6.10). Fot W E H~nk(G) this is equivalent
to the boundary value problem

, .

ßaaw = DaW'.
taw .= 0 and' tbaaw = 0

on G
on8G.

(6)9)

The elliptie estimate (5.16) of Corollary 5.4 then implies that.

IlawllHs+l :5 C(llbaw\llfs-l + \lawllL2 ).,
",-1 ' ,,+1,' ,,-1

(6.20)

Moreover, by Theorem 6.2,11aw 11L2 :5 11wll£2, whieh proves the estimate (6.18) for aw.. a-l 4 ,

The 'tesult for ß is shown correspondingly. 0

Conversely, the Hodge-Morrey decomposition allows to estimate the differential form W

belonging to certain shbspaces of H~nk(G) uniformly by their ~xterior derivative and its
co-differential. As the first result of this type we have:
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(6.21)
\

Lemma 6.4'

If 8 ~.1 and a is not exceptional, then

IlwlIH~ '~ C(UdaWI"HB-l + IlbawIIHB-1) 't/w EH~e:CG) EB lI~C:(G),, ~+1 ~+1 '
, " , '. I

. with a universal constant C depending on 8, a and the geometryof 8G.

Proof: _
Since ~ E H~nk(G) is L~-orthogonal to the space N;(G), the decomposition (6.8) yields

(6.22)

By construc.tion O:w is solution of the boundary value problem(6.19), and the corresponding
elliptic estimate (6.20)implies that

(6.23)

Byeonstruction, O:w E (ll.L)::-i(G) and boJlw' = O.From the estimate (5.3) of Lemma 5.1
and the L~ orthogonality of (6.8) we then infer that '

Therefore, by Green's' formula (2.24),

. IIO:wllr2 ,~Ca« O:w, baw »a ~ Ca\lO:wllL2 IIbawllL2 ,~-1 ' . • ~-1~+1

which proves that IIO:wIIL~'-l .~ ?allb~wIIH=+~' Similar apply to ßw, so that

IIßwllL2 ~ C41IdawIIH.-1•~-1 ~+1 .

(6~24)

(6.25)

(6.26)
, ,

In v,iewof (6.22) this proves the result. 0

The estimate (6.21) provides us with a special version of what is called Korn's inequality
in continuum mechanics. In the differential form calculus such type of inequalities we first
studied by Friedrichs [F], who's, own' investigations into the Hodge decomposition was
motivated by this problem. For exterior domains G clRa arecent result is found.in [W2]"
where.,thecorresponding estimate for the unweighted:LP norm' on the spaces nb (G) and .
n~(G) isgiven, cf. also ~he followingsection.
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7. Decomposition results und er bQundary conditions

. Corresponding deeomposition results,ean be established also for the spaees n1J (G) and
, n~ (G) .of differential forms satisfying the boundary eonditions tw = 0 and nw = 0,
respeetively. We start with defining the spaees

N:,D(G)N:(G)nn1J(G) and N:,N(G)=N:(G)nn'N(G) (7.1)

of smooth harmonie fields in nk(G) which satisfy the respeeti~e boundary eonditions.
Their eompletions in H~nk(G) are denoted by H~N:,D(G) and H~N:,N(G). The in-
dusiori H~nk(G)c H~_lnk(G) implles that these spaees are eontained in the spaees
?-l:~ (G) respeetively ?-l:!i (G), ,diseussed in seetion 4, that is H~N:,D (G) c ?-l:~ (G)
and H~N:,N(G) c ?-l::i(G).

Theorem 7.1
If G c lRn is an exterior domain anda =1= (1.- n/2), the spaces H~N:,D(G) and
H~N:,N (G) .are finite dimensional. Moreover, j[ a is not exceptional, all their elements
are smooth differential [orms.

Proof:
Let D1i = {A E ?-l:~(G) IIIAIIH~_l'::; I} bethe unit disk in?-l:~(G). By Gaffney's
inequ~lity (4.25) the H~_l norm and the L~_2 norm ,are equivalent on DH, that is

(7.2)

(7.3)

Thus D1iis closed in the L~_2topology. 8inee the embeddingH~_l nk(G) '--+ L~~2nk( G)
is eompaet, this implies that D1i is eorn.pact~Therefore the space ?-l:~ (G) is finite di-
mensional, and so is its subspace H~N:,P(G). Moreover, each A E H~N:,D(G) (weakly)
satisfies the elliptic boundary value problem

ßaA = 0 on G
tA= 0 and t8aA = ,0 on BG .

By Theorem 5.3 this is also a strong solution, which henee is smooth. For HlN;,N (G) the
same argument applies. 0

For the basic weight parameter a = 0 the spaces of harmonie' fields in n2)( G) on exterior
domains with(possibly non-smooth) boundary have been studies extensively in [D] and [P].
In particular, these authors show,'how to relate the dimensionsof N;,D(G) and N;,N(G)
to the Betti number of the domain G, cf. also [82].
Turning toward the Hodge deeomposition under boundary eonditions we need to define

the space '
~ .-.-. k+l -.. ;,.'-'- .
Ca(G) := {8aß I ß E n (G), tß = 0, t8aß = 0, IIßllHl . < oo} . (7.4)

•. ,a-l
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The the arguments of Proposition 6.1 apply literally to the case under' consideration. That
is .

N;,D(G) = {I]: ~. nb(G) III~IIL~< ~ , «Tl, ~ »a- OV'Tl E (E:CG) EBC:(G))}, (7.5)

and ~the space C:(G) is orthogonal with respect to the L; scalar product to' £:(G), as
.defined by (6.1). . .

Theorem 7.2'

If G c; IR n is an exterior do~~inanda is not exceptional, the space H~nb (G) of diffe~ential
forms satisfying the boundary condition tw ~ 0 splits into the direct sum

(7.6)

This decoinposition is L~ orthogonal. Jf w E.lf~n~(G),then w = dacxw + baiL + :\w, and :
differential forms CXw .and ßw satisfy the estimate .

(7.7)

Proof: ( ..' . , . '
Givenw E H~nb(G) the component dcxw is constructed as in Theorem 6.2:. From the
boundary condition tw = 0 we infer that .

« daw,~. »d--"« w, ba,~»a 0 (7.8)

Therefore daw hasapotential ~D' E (1l:~).L(G) inthe sense of Theorem 5.2, which is, by
Corollary 5.4, the unique solution'of the boundary value problem

onG
..... .••..

t<PD= 0 anp tba<PD= 0 on BG •
(7.9)

Morec>ver« dabd.~D, bad~~D »~= 0, which follows froin t~D = 0.' Arguing ~s in the
proof of Lemma 5:6, this implies thatda~D -:-O.~ow we set ,"

. (7.10)

Since, by construction, daiL = 0, the argument of (6.13) applies accordingly; that is

«:\w, baß»a=« (w':- ba/lw), baß »a = Va(~D, 13)-« baßw, baß »a= 0 (7.11)'
. / . . I

for all baß E C:(G). Therefore :\w is L; orthogonal to the space C:(G). Since also

,(7.12)

this proves that X;" E N:,D (G). ,Thus the decomposltion(7.6) is established: The regularity
iesult emd the estimate (7.7) then follow literally as inLeIIlma 6.3. Ö

., '
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It is obvious that under the boundary condition nw :- 0 a corresponding result holds
true. Defining - - -- -

(7.13)

'we have:

Theorem 7.3
JEG ,C IR n ~san exterior'domain and a is not e~ceptional, -the spaceH~n1v (G) splits into

(7.14) .

This decomposition is L~ orthogonal. JEw ~ H~nb(G),th~n w = -daaw+ 0aßw+ :.\w,wnere'
:.\ E 1f.~N:,N (G), and differential forms awand ßw satisfy theestimate -

(7.15)

On the basis of the decomposition results of Theorem 7.2 and 7.3 the proof of Lemma
6.4 literal1y generalises to the case of differential forms in nb(G) and n~(G).We have:

Lemma 7.4
JEs ~ 1and ais not exceptional, then _

(7.16)

with a universal constant C depending on s, a and the geometry of 8G. Correspondingly,'
the estimate(7.16)holds on the spaces H~£:(G) EB H~C:(G). .

Thisversion of Korn's inequality fordifferential forms satisfying the boundary coridition
tw =0 or nw = 0 is more common in the literat ure then the resultof Lemma 6.4. It is of

"particular importance that by Theorem 7.1 the spaces N;,D(G) and N:,N(G) are finite
dimensional. Con~eque:ritlyKom's inequality holds true for all differential forms satisfying
either of the homogeneous boundary conditions ~bove, modulo a finite dimensional sub-
space. Moreover, one can show that an estimate of the form (7.16) also hold true on the
space

H~no(G) := {w E H~nk(G) Itw == 0 and nw = O} . (7.17)

Thisis due to the fact that N:,D(G) nN:,N (G)'0. For' a preciseargument, see Lemma
2.4.~O in [82]. ',--
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,8. Boundary value problems for differential forms

It has been discussed in [81] that the method ofHodge decomposition provides a useful tool
to solve boundary value for differential forms. Here will ~llustrate the Hadge de~omposition
technique at the example of twospecial exterior domain problem, and restrict ourselves -
for sake of simplicity - to homogeneous boundary conditions.

, '-..., r

Lemma 8.1
Let p E H~+~nk-,l(G) and X E H~+~nk+1(G) satisfy theintegrability Conditions

,

baP=O , «p,K»a=O VKE1-l:=~,D(G)
d 0 t 0 d 0 0' Nk+1,D(G)

I aX = " X = an «X, '" »a+l = v,'" E a+l . ..

Then the boundary value problem

(8.1)

(8.2)

daw = X ancl baw = p'
tw=O

on G
on BG

(8.3)

(8.5)

(8.6)

.4

ha.s,a imiquesolution woE H~nk(G), which is L~-orthogonal to N;,D(G). This solution
can be estimated by .

IIwollHs ~ C(II~IIHs-l + IlpIIHS-1)' .' (804)a, a+l a+l
Any othe~,golution,of(8.3) differs from Wo by'an element of N;,D(G).

Proof: . .
By assumption, p is ~rthogonal to the ~pace 1-l:=~,D(G) with resp~ct tothe pairing «, »ao
Hence th~re exists a unique potential ~D E (1-lJ..):=~,D (G) in the sense of Theorem 5.2. By
Corollary 5.4 it is a stwng' solution of the boundary value pröblem

D.a'<p D = P on G-,
t<PD = 0 and tOa<PD = 0 on BG ,

which,satisfies II~DIIHs+l ~ C1(llpIlHs-1 + I1~DIIL2 ). Using Green's formula (2.24) we "a-l a+l a-l .
then infer from the boundary eondition t{ja~D ....:.0 and the integrability condition Dap =0
that

IIp - Dada~~lIi2 = «daba~D, (p - Dada~D) »a+l .~ O.a+l ','

Therefore wp :::::; d~~D E H~nk(G) is a solution of the problem

bawp = p , dawp = 0 and twp = 0 0 (8.7)

Moreover', by (2.24) wp is orthogonal,to N;,D(G) and satisfies the estimate IlwpllH~ <
C2l1pllHs-1o

a+l

(,24
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On the other hand; the Hodge-Morrey decomposition (6.8) applied tö XE H~+tnk+l(G)
yields

X = daO'.x + 0aßx + "'x . (8.8) ,

, From the integrability conditions daX = 0 ~e infer that 0aßx = O. Hence the condition
. tx = 0 implies thai "'x E N::11,D (G). Byassumption, X is orthogonal toN::11,D (G) sO
that "'x - 0 and hence X = da 0'. X E H~+tE:tt(G). From the construc~on ,of the Hodge
component O'.x, cf. Theorem 6:2, we infer that 0aO'.x = 0 and « O'.x, A »a= 0 for all
:.\ E N:.,D(G). Therefore, W := wp + dx is a solution of the problem

. .

OaW . p ,daw= X 'and tw = 0 ,. (8.9)

which is orthogonal to N:.,D(G). By the estimate for IlwpllH: -and Lemma 6.3 this solution
satisfies .the demanded inequality (8.4). Finally any other solution of(8.3) has to be a
harmonie field with vanishing tangential component, Le. an element in N:.,D (G). 0, ,

In the context of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, the problem (8.3) may be understood
asa Dirichlet boundary value problem for the Dirac typepperator

(d + 0) : EB nk(G) ---+ ne(G) E9nO(G) ,
k=O .. n

(8.10)

on the .exterior algebra bundle. Here ne(G) arid nO(G) denote the algebra of differential
forms of (arbitrary) even and odd degree, respectively. Hence E9 nk (G) = ne (G) E9 n°(G)
can be constdered as the space of sections in a 7L2-graded vector bundle. .' .

Lemma 8.2

Let TJE H~nk(G) ahd nTJ be its normal component on ßG. Then there exists a differential
form a E H~~fnk-l(G) such that

'aIBG = 0 and n(da) = nTJ . (8.11)

It satisfies IlallHs+1 ~ CIITJIIH:, where C only depends on s, a and th€ geomet'ry of aG.a-I

Proof:
Given a normal frame in the sense of (2:10) in a neighborhood of the boundary, that is a
local frame of the form F N = (N, F2, ••• Fn) on U c G. If TJ E nk{ G) is smooth, the, compo-
.nent nTJon ßGnU is uniquely determined by the set smooth functions TJ(N, F<p(2),'" F<p(k»)'
where the permutations <p rUn over all the (~=Dshuffies of the fields (F2, ••• Fn). From
alBG = 0 and (2.4) we infer that .

n(da)(N, F<p(2)"" F<p(k-l») = D[a(F<p(2),'" F<p(k-l»)] (N) .

Hence, the extension problem (8.11) reduces to solve locally on U the system

a(F<p(2)' F<p(k»)laGnu = 0

and D[a(F<p(2), F<p(k»)](N) = i,(N,F<p(2), ... F<p(k»)

25
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, for each permutation~. Using the tubulat neighborhood theor~m, [H1], oneshows that .
each of these (~=D,scalar problElmsallow for' a 'smoot.h extension 0" (F'f'(2)', '" F'f'(k») to
U cG, which is compactly supporteq. in U. These extensions can be chosen such that

(8.14)

. with C1depending only ons,a andthe geometry of Ban U. Besides (8.13), the boundary
condltion O"laG = 0 yields another set of problems, namely ,

.' (8.15)

(8.16)

,

which are solved by the trivial extension (r(N, F'f'I(2),' .. F'f'I(k-l») == 0 on U: Since all the'
proble~s of .(8.13) and (8.15) are mutually independent of each other, one can construct a
-smooth <iompactly supported 0" En~-l(U).By compactness ofBG thete is afinite numper
of neighborhoods Ua covering theboundary such that on which the, construction above
can be performecl on each Ua', By a partition of unity a..rgument the respective (locally
defillEid) differential formsglue together to a global solution (j' E n~-l(G)of (8.11). By
construction,

.where thel~t inequality follows from the trace,theorem. Finally, if 'T/j ~ TJ in H~nk(G)
andeach TJj is smooth, then there exists a seqUElllCeO"j of 'smooth compactly supported
forms satisfying (8.11), and the statement of the Lemma follows from (8.16)" · 0

Theorem 8.3
Let Gbe an exterior domain and a not' exceptiona1. If X E Jl~+~nk+l (G) satisfies the
iritegrability conditions

daX= 0 , tX= 0 aild «X, ~»a+l= 0 'V ~ E'N:tl1,D(G) ,

then the bdundary value problem

daw = X onG
tw = 0' and nw= 0 On BG

(8.17)

(8.18)
, .

has a solution w, E !I~nk(G).This solution can be chosen such that 1,lwIIH~ :::; CllxIIH::;:~
with. a universal constant C.' . ,

Proof:, .
The Hodge-Morrey decompos}tion (6.8) ofX E H~+~nk+l(G) yields

X = da'ax + Oaßx + ~x' ' (8:19)

As in the praof of Leu'tma 8.1' the integrability conditions daX = '0, tx = 0 and the
. k+l D .. . . k (orthogonality of X to Na+1' (G) imply that X = daax with ax E !I~nD G). Moreover,

,:26
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IlaxllH: ~ C1IlxIIH:!i' by Theorem 6.3. Having fixe<;!ax' there exists by Lemma 8.2 a
differential form Ux E H~~~nk-l(G) such that

i" I

, , '

'uxlac= 0 and n(dux) =nax , (8.20)

which canbe chosen so that IIUxIlHa+l~ C21Iaxll~:. Then Wx := ax + daux E H~nk(G)
4-1 '

satis£les the equation daw' = X and the boundarycondition nwx = O. Moreover, since
tux = OiInplies that tdaux= 0, this proves that Wx solves the problem (8.18). n
By. the *-duality we have:'

Corollary 8.4
The boundary value problem

Oaw = p onG
tw = 0 and nw.= 0 ,on Ba

is solvable in H~nk(G) for each p E H~+~nk-l(G) satlsfying

oaP'= 0 ,np'= Oand« p, '" »a+l= 0 V "'E N:;i,N (G) .

(8.21)

(8.22)

We note that elliptic techniques are n9t appropriate to treat the problems (8.18) and
(8.21), since the ext~rior derivative da is not an elliptic bperator. In fact, these problems
are t6 be consideredasan underdetermined system, cf. [R-S]. The study of this particular
type of equations is is motivated by its importance fot applications.
As a special example the Stokes equation inhydrodynamlcs shotild be mentioned. In

order to solvethe relatedstatic problem, a preciseknowledge is needed about the range
of the divergence operator acting onvector £leIds Y E X(G) subject to the boundary!
',condition Ylac = O.That is, one has to solve the boundary value problem

•

divY =p and Ylac '. 0 (8.23)

I
I

I,

in a certain Sobolev space and control the norm bf this solution. By means of the equiv-
~lencebetween vector analysis arid the differential form calculus, on n1(G), discussed in
Section 2', the diVEirgenc,ecorresponds the' co-differential operator Da. Hence the problerg.
(8.23) is solved by Corollary 8.4: The same problem has been treated recently in (W3]'
where quite different. techn~ques are applied.

,.;27
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